CREATIVE - RESEARCH - INNOVATIONS: THE IMPORTANT FACTORS to IMPROVE THAILAND

Type of work:
Painting, Sculpture, Printmaking, Mix media, Photography, Video, Design, Performing arts, Fashion and accessories, Other

IADCE 2020

THE 2nd INTERNATIONAL ARTS and DESIGNS Collaborative Exhibition 2020

29 MAY - 5 June 2020 at Southern Art Gallery PRINCE of SONGKLA UNIVERSITY, PATTANI CAMPUS, THAILAND

presented by Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Prince of Songkla University
Principle and Objective

The 2nd International Arts and Designs Collaborative Exhibition 2020 organized to be a forum for exchanging and learning about creative works between artists, lecturers, students and interested persons in every way of all art-works, architecture, and other art fields' designs. The theme of this year is set to be: Creative - Research - Innovation: The Important Factors to Improve Thailand.

This project is a result of the cooperation of public and private universities in the fields of fine arts consisting of 4U PLUS network associates:
1. Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Prince of Songkla University, Pattani Campus
2. Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Dhurakij Pundit University
3. Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Burapha University
4. Faculty of Fine Arts Bunditpatanasilpa Institute

With the aim of this project as a forum for The faculty, students, and interested persons have presented academic works and creative works in the fields fine arts and designs to presented and displayed will be considered by a national qualified expert.

Moreover, there are also any art institutes organizations and international artists and designers from overseas such as Malaysia, China, Philippines, Taiwan, Korea, Italy, Germany, Canada, and USA, etc. which is an opportunity to exchange knowledge, experience and culture in creating designs in various ways that will be beneficial to the development of creative work in the future.
Peer Review

1. Emeritus Professor Pongdej Chaiyakut
2. Dr. Wisit Potiwat
3. Assoc.Prof.Arun Intrungsi
4. Assoc.Prof.Preecha Panklam
5. Assoc.Prof.Surachart Ketprasitt
Warakorn Chaitiamvong (Thai)

**Character Design “Let’s be SDM”**

Digital Paint, 142 x 29.7 cm

A set of Character Design for School of Digital Media’s advertising animation created as representative from 4 different departments including Digital Arts, Computer Animation & VFX, Interactive & Game Design and Graphic Design.